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1. Truth is...Telling what really _______________________________________. (Telling it like it is).

2. Truth…Matches the ____________________________________________________________.

3. Truth is...____________________________________________________________. 

4.Truth is...Known through observation and ____________________________________ thinking. 

5. Truth is…_____________________________________________________________. 

QUEStion    IS ANTHING REALLY TRUE?
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happened

Just Because You Want To Be 16, Does Not Make It True.
Lesson 1   

1:

KEY POINTS word bank
facts

unchanging
good

undeniable

unpopularimportant

Truth is NOT relative (changing).
Truth does not change depending on
the situation or someone’s opinion.

lies
choices doubt judging

truth
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Draw a line between the self-defeating statement and the correct question that points out that
the statement is self-defeating. The first one is done for you. 
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Self-Defeating Statement
 
 

There is no truth.
 
 
 

All truth is relative (changing).
 
 
 
 

There are no absolute
(unchanging) truths.

 
 

All truth depends on your
perspective 

(point of view/opinion).
 

Question to Point out the
Self-Defeating Statement

 
Is THAT a relative (changing)

truth?
 
 

Does that truth depend on your
perspective (point of

view/opinion)?
 
 

Is THAT an absolute
(unchanging) truth? 

 
 

Is that true?
 

Self-Defeating Statement: “You should doubt everything.”

Question: Should I _______________________ that?

6. Truth is...Sometimes ______________________________________. 

Self-Defeating Statement: “You should not judge.”

Question: Is that a judgment? Are you _____________________ me?
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Truth does not change
no matter what you...

WISH

CREATE

PRETEND

SAY

FEEL

BELIEVE

HEAR FROM SOMEONE ELSE

7. Truth is…_________________________________________________.

________________________________ is Important to God.

__________________________________ are a tool of Satan.

__________________________________ have Consequences.

The Christianity Puzzle: Is Christianity True?

Is Anything Really True?

Circle One: YES NO
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Refute the Lies with Truth

Draw a line from the lies that are popular today to the truth statement that would destroy that
lie.

Lie
 

Sharing YOUR truth, how you
feel about something, is more

important than the truth of what
really happened.

 
 

Truth is what you create it to be,
not what you can observe or

know.
 
 

You should agree with
everyone’s beliefs so they will

think you are nice.
 
 

Truth does not matter.
 
 

Telling a “white lie” or half-truth
is basically telling the truth. It

does not have to match exactly.
 
 

There is no truth. 
 
 

Truth changes with every
person’s opinion so you cannot

say that something is always
right or wrong. 

 
 

Truth
 

Truth is…Sometimes unpopular.
 
 
 

Truth is…Undeniable.
 
 
 

Truth is…Telling what happened
(telling it like it is).

 
 
 

Truth is…Known through
observation and good thinking. 

 
 
 

Truth is…Unchanging.
 
 
 

Truth is…Important.
 
 
 

Truth…Matches the facts.
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1.iTruth

2. Relative

3. The Law of Opposites

GOD

Lesson 1 Quiz
Draw a line to match the following vocabulary words to the correct definition.

Opposites cannot both be true and false at the same time,
in the same way.

Telling what really happened

Changes depending on the situation or someone’s
opinions

Fill in the blank with the correct word to complete the key point.

4.Truth is...Known through Observation and ____________________ Thinking

5. Truth…Matches the _______________________

6. ______________________ is...Unchanging

7. Cross out the pictures that are self-defeating.

My brother is an only child. You cannot know anything
about God. I can read.

8. If you believe something, that makes it true. (Circle the correct answer)           TRUE                  FALSE         

9. What should you say if someone says, “It’s wrong to judge people”? ____________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

10.How do you know anything is really true? ____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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